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DECLARATION OF OPENING

On establishing there is a quorum, the Mayor will declare the meeting open.
Recognition of the Traditional Owners
Council acknowledges the Quandamooka people who are the traditional custodians of the land on
which we meet. Council also pays respect to their elders, past and present, and extends that
respect to other indigenous Australians who are present.

2

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Motion is required to approve leave of absence for any Councillor absent from today’s meeting.

3

DEVOTIONAL SEGMENT

Member of the Ministers’ Fellowship will lead Council in a brief devotional segment.

4

RECOGNITION OF ACHIEVEMENT

Mayor to present any recognition of achievement items.

5

RECEIPT AND CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

General Meeting - 17 February 2021

6

DECLARATION OF PRESCRIBED CONFLICT OF INTERESTS AND DECLARABLE
CONFLICT OF INTERESTS

Councillors are reminded of their responsibilities in relation to a Councillor’s Prescribed Conflict of
Interest and Declarable Conflict of Interest at a meeting. For full details see Chapter 5B of the
Local Government Act 2009.
In summary:
Obligation of Councillor with Prescribed Conflict of Interest
Section 150EL of the Local Government Act 2009 requires Councillors to declare a Prescribed
Conflict of Interest in a matter as soon as they become aware of their interest in the matter,
either:
(1) at a local government meeting, or
(2) as soon as practicable, by giving the Chief Executive Officer written notice of the prescribed
conflict of interest.
(3) The declaration must include the following particulars:
(a) For a gift, loan or contract – the value of the gift, loan or contract;
(b) For an application for which a submission has been made – the matters the subject of the

application and submission;
(c) The name of any entity, other than the Councillor, that has an interest in the matter;
(d) The nature of the Councillor’s relationship with the entity mentioned in (c) above;
(e) Details of the Councillor’s, and any other entity’s, interest in the matter.
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Dealing with Prescribed Conflict of Interest at a Meeting
Pursuant to Section 150EM of the Local Government Act 2009, if a Councillor declares a Prescribed
Conflict of Interest in a matter, the Councillor must leave the place at which the meeting is being
held, including any area set aside for the public, and stay away from the place while the matter
is discussed and voted on.
Obligation of Councillor with Declarable Conflict of Interest
Section 150EQ of the Local Government Act 2009 requires Councillors to declare a Declarable
Conflict of Interest in a matter as soon as they become aware of their interest in the matter,
either:
(1) at a local government meeting, or
(2) as soon as practicable, by giving the Chief Executive Officer written notice of the declarable
conflict of interest.
(3) The declaration must include the following particulars:
(a) The nature of the declarable conflict of interest;
(b) If the declarable conflict of interest arises because of the councillor’s relationship with a

related party:
(i) The name of the related party; and
(ii) The nature of the relationship of the related party to the Councillor; and
(iii) The nature of the related party’s interests in the matter;
(c) If the Councillor’s or related party’s personal interests arise because of the receipt of a gift

or loan from another person:
(i) The name of the other person; and
(ii) The nature of the relationship of the other person to the Councillor or related party; and
(iii) The nature of the other person’s interests in the matter; and
(iv) The value of the gift or loan, and the date the gift was given or loan was made.

Procedure if Councillor has Declarable Conflict of Interest
Pursuant to Section 150ES of the Local Government Act 2009, eligible Councillors at the meeting
must, by resolution, decide whether the Councillor who has declared the interest:
(1) May participate in a decision about the matter at the meeting, including by voting on the

matter; or
(2) Must leave the place at which the meeting is being held, including any area set aside for the

public, and stay away from the place while the eligible Councillors discuss and vote on the
matter.
Duty to report another Councillor’s Prescribed Conflict of Interest or Declarable Conflict of
Interest
Pursuant to section 150EW of the Local Government Act 2009, a Councillor who reasonably
believes or reasonably suspects another Councillor has a Prescribed Conflict of Interest or a
Declarable Conflict of Interest in a matter must:
(1) Immediately inform the person who is presiding at the meeting about the belief or suspicion; or
(2) As soon as practicable, inform the Chief Executive Officer of the belief of suspicion.
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The Councillor must also inform the person presiding, or the Chief Executive Officer, of the facts
and circumstances forming the basis of the belief or suspicion.
Record of Prescribed and Declarable Conflicts of Interest
Where a Councillor informs the meeting of a Prescribed or Declarable Conflict of Interest, section
150FA of the Local Government Act 2009 requires the following information to be recorded in the
minutes of the meeting:
(1) The name of the Councillor who may have a prescribed or declarable conflict of interest in the

matter;
(2) The particulars of the prescribed or declarable conflict of interest;
(3) If another Councillor informs the meeting of a belief of suspicion, about another Councillor’s

Conflict of Interest:
(a) The action the Councillor takes;
(b) Any decision by eligible Councillors; and
(c) The name of each eligible Councillor who voted in relation to whether the Councillor has a
declarable conflict of Interest, and how each eligible Councillor voted.
(4) Whether the Councillor participated in deciding the matter, or was present for deciding the

matter;
(5) For a matter to which the Prescribed or Declarable Conflict of Interest relates:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

The name of the Councillor who has declared the conflict of interest;
The nature of the personal interest, as described by the Councillor;
The decision made;
Whether the Councillor participated in the meeting under an approval by the Minister;
If the Councillor voted on the matter, how they voted; and
How the majority of Councillors voted on the matter.

(6) If the Councillor has a Declarable Conflict of Interest, in addition to the information above, the

following information must be recorded in the minutes:
(a) The decision and reasons for the decision as to whether the Councillor with the Declarable
Conflict of Interest may participate in the decision, or must not participate in the decision;
and
(b) The name of each eligible Councillor who voted on the decision, and how the eligible
Councillor voted.
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7

MATTERS OUTSTANDING FROM PREVIOUS COUNCIL MEETINGS

7.1

INVESTIGATIONS TO POTENTIALLY ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL LAND FOR SPORT AND
RECREATION PURPOSES

At the General Meeting 18 December 2019 (Item 19.3 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That the petition be received and referred to the Chief Executive Officer for consideration and a
report to the local government.
A report will be brought to a future meeting of Council.
7.2

SOUTHERN REDLAND BAY EXPANSION AREA (SRBEA) - CONFIRMING THE PREFERRED
APPROACH FOR PLANNING INVESTIGATIONS

At the General Meeting 2 September 2020, (Item 14.3 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves that this item lie on the table and be brought back to a future General
Meeting of Council.
This report will be removed from the table at a future meeting of Council.
7.3

NOTICE OF MOTION - MAJOR AMENDMENT TO THE CITY PLAN - ENVIRONMENTAL
CORRIDORS
At the General Meeting 4 November 2020 (Item 17.1 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To undertake an urgent review regarding options to provide an enhanced level of statutory
land use planning protection to environmental corridors within the Urban Footprint as
identified in the Wildlife Connections Plan 2018-2028.
2. To request officers undertake the following:
a) Prepare a report to Council outlining the findings of the review, as well as recommended
changes to City Plan by the end of February 2021.
b) Prepare a major amendment pursuant to Part 4 of the Minister’s Guideline’s and Rules
under the Planning Act 2016, if required, incorporating the proposed changes to City Plan
as supported by Council by the end of May 2021.
c) Consult with each divisional councillor regarding changes to City Plan that may be
recommended.
A report addressing 1 and 2a) of this matter was presented at the General Meeting of 17 February
2021.
A report addressing 2b) and c) of this matter will be presented at a statutory meeting of Council by
the end of May 2021.

Item 7.3
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR SHORT STAY FACILITIES FOR SELF-CONTAINED RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES AND CARAVANS ON REDLANDS COAST

At the General Meeting 18 November 2020 (Item 15.2 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To note the contents of the report including:
a) The assessment criteria used to determine suitable sites at Attachment 3 – Essential and
Desirable Criteria.
b) The assessment of all identified sites at Attachment 4 – Site Suitability Assessment.
c) The preferred sites at Attachment 5 – Preferred Sites.
2. That a report be brought back to Council with further details including the preferred
operational model and indicative costs of minor infrastructure for the preferred sites.
3. To endorse the undertaking of an economic needs assessment for short stay, non-commercial
camping of self-contained RVs and caravans in Redlands Coast within four (4) months, subject
to budget approval.
4. To communicate the current opportunities and limitations for not-for-profit and community
based organisations to provide for short stay basic camping ground options in Redlands Coast
for self-contained RVs and caravans.
A report will be brought to a future meeting of Council.
7.5

REDLANDS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY BOARD UPDATE

At the General Meeting 2 December 2020 (Item 14.4 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves as follows:
1.

To note this report.

2.

To note the Redlands Economic Development Advisory Board Annual Report 2019-20
(Attachment 1).

3.

To note that officers will undertake a review of the Redlands Economic Development Advisory
Board and provide a further report to Council.

A report will be brought to a future meeting of Council.

Item 7.5
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NOTICE OF MOTION - REQUEST AMENDMENTS TO LOCAL LAW 2 (ANIMAL
MANAGEMENT) 2015, SUBORDINATE LOCAL LAW 2 (ANIMAL MANAGEMENT) 2015 AND
SUBORDINATE LOCAL LAW 1.5 (KEEPING OF ANIMALS) 2015

At the General Meeting 2 December 2020 (Item 17.1 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves as follows:
1.

To request officers prepare a report to Council regarding the existing prohibition on the
number of dogs that can be kept on a property. The report will outline the options available
to change the number of dogs allowable on a property, to include:
Option 1 – Activity based assessment:
a) Benchmarking with other Councils will be undertaken.
b) Flexibility on number of dogs for specific activities i.e. Show dogs and foster providers.
Option 2 – Number of dogs permitted based on property size:
a) Benchmarking with other Councils will be undertaken.
b) Property size and zoning considerations.
Option 3 – existing criteria modifications
The current local laws provide for a three dog permit, the next available option is a kennel
permit. Consideration to be given to additional steps in between based on assessment
criteria.
The following Local Laws will require amendments to accommodate a change in the number
of dogs permitted on a property.
a) Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2015.
b) Subordinate Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2015
c) Subordinate Local Law No 1.5 (Keeping of Animals) 2015

2.

To request officers to include in the report options available for cat registrations:
Option 1 – Reduction in registration fees for compliant owners
Owners who are able to demonstrate responsible cat ownership:
a) Cat enclosures
b) Fence rollers
c) Other deterrents
Option 2 – Stepped increase in registration fees for non-compliant owners
Potential to increase the registration fees where:
a) Complaints have been received about the cat i.e. straying
b) Process to subsequently reduce the fee when compliance is achieved.

3.

That the report be brought to a General Meeting of Council prior to the close of Quarter One,
2021.

A report addressing this notice of motion will be brought to a future meeting of Council.

Item 7.6
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EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST CAMPAIGN - REDLANDS COAST TOURIST AND COMMUNITY
DESTINATION, MACARTHUR ST, ALEXANDRA HILLS

At the General Meeting 2 December 2020 (Item 19.2 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To note the outcomes of the Expressions of Interest Campaign for a Tourist Park and associated
community uses that has now finished, and that no tourism-related proposals were received.
2. To hold discussions with proponents of non-tourism related purposes to understand how other
proposals may fit into the planning for development of the land that align with Council’s
policies and plans.
3. To workshop with Councillors, the outcome of these discussions.
4. To provide a further report to Council in regards to the site upon completion of item 3 above.
5. That this report and attachments remain confidential to ensure proposed commercial
arrangements and details pertaining to individuals are kept private, subject to maintaining the
confidentiality of legally privileged and commercial in confidence information.
A report will be brought to a future meeting of Council.
7.8

REPORT REVIEWING THE FUTURE
CORPORATION PTY LTD (RIC)

OPERATIONS

OF

REDLAND

INVESTMENT

At the General Meeting 16 December 2020 (Item 19.1 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves to request the Chief Executive Officer to:
1. Review the objectives of Redland Investment Corporation and develop options for an operating
model that supports Council’s future economic development and place-making projects.
2. Undertake a review of Council’s Economic Development Advisory Board in conjunction with this
review.
3. Prepare a report for Council by 30 June 2021 that positions Redland Investment Corporation or
an alternative structure to drive the Redlands Coast economic recovery and more generally its
longer term economic development.
4. Note this report will be published with the meeting minutes, subject to maintaining Attachment
1, Redland Investment Corporation Commercial Summary, as confidential and commercial in
confidence.
A report will be brought to a meeting of Council by 30 June 2021.

Item 7.8
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NOTICE OF MOTION - CR WENDY BOGLARY - INVESTIGATION INTO THE PURCHASE OF
CONSERVATION LAND

At the General Meeting 20 January 2021 (Item 17.1 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves that a confidential report be tabled at a future General Meeting of Council,
investigating the purchase of conservation land.
A report addressing this matter is listed at Item 19.3 of this agenda.
7.10

NOTICE OF MOTION - CR WENDY BOGLARY - INVESTIGATION INTO PURCHASE OF LAND
AT ORMISTON

At the General Meeting 17 February 2021 (Item 17.1 refers), Council resolved as follows:
That Council resolves as follow:
1.

That a confidential report be tabled at a future General Meeting of Council, investigating the
purchase of land at Ormiston and detailing proposed funding sources, including the potential
sale of surplus Council property.

2.

To maintain the Background to this motion as confidential, subject to maintaining the
confidentiality of commercial-in-confidence information.

A report addressing this matter is listed at Item 19.4 of this agenda.

Item 7.10
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MAYORAL MINUTE

In accordance with s.6.9 of Council Meeting Standing Orders, the Mayor may put to the meeting a
written motion called a ‘Mayoral Minute’, on any matter. Such motion may be put to the meeting
without being seconded, may be put at that stage in the meeting considered appropriate by the
Mayor and once passed becomes a resolution of Council.

9

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

There will be no Public Participation as this meeting is closed to the public, as a result of COVID-19
Pandemic social restrictions and regulation changes.

10

PETITIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

Councillors may present petitions or make presentations under this section.

11

MOTION TO ALTER THE ORDER OF BUSINESS

The order of business may be altered for a particular meeting where the Councillors at that
meeting pass a motion to that effect. Any motion to alter the order of business may be moved
without notice.

12

REPORTS FROM THE OFFICE OF THE CEO

Nil
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REPORTS FROM ORGANISATIONAL SERVICES

13.1

FEBRUARY 2021 MONTHLY FINANCIAL REPORT

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Michael D Wilson, Service Manager, Financial Planning

Responsible Officer:

Michael D Wilson, Service Manager, Financial Planning

Report Author:

Udaya Panambala Arachchilage, Corporate Financial Reporting Manager

Attachments:

1.

Monthly Financial Report RCC February 2021 ⇩

PURPOSE
To note the year to date financial results as at 28 February 2021.
BACKGROUND
Council adopts an annual budget and then reports on performance against the budget on a
monthly basis. This is not only a legislative requirement but enables the organisation to
periodically review its financial performance and position and respond to changes in community
requirements, market forces or other outside influences.
ISSUES
2020-21 Budget review
Council adopted its revised budget at the General Meeting on 17 February 2021 and the revised
budget numbers are reflected in this report.
Interim audit 2020-2021
The 2020-2021 Queensland Audit Office (QAO) interim audit commenced on 8 March and is
expected to be completed by 26 March. As per previous years, this visit affords the opportunity for
interim reviews to be undertaken on Council’s systems and controls. The interim management
report will be reviewed as part of 2020-2021 year-end audit.
Development of Budget 2021-2022
Council officers are currently compiling submissions for the 2021-2022 annual budget.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Council has either achieved or favourably exceeded the following key financial stability and
sustainability ratios as at the end of February 2021.









Operating surplus ratio
Net financial liabilities
Level of dependence on general rate revenue
Ability to pay our bills – current ratio
Ability to repay our debt – debt servicing ratio
Cash balance
Cash balances – cash capacity in months
Longer term financial stability – debt to asset ratio

Item 13.1
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 Operating performance
 Interest coverage ratio
The following ratio did not meet the target at the end of February 2021:
 Asset sustainability ratio
The asset sustainability ratio did not meet the target at the end of February 2021 and continues to
be a stretch target for Council with renewal spends of $16.21M and depreciation expense of
$37.71M year to date on infrastructure assets. This ratio is an indication of how Council currently
maintains, replaces and renews its existing infrastructure assets as they reach the end of their
useful lives. Capital spend on non-renewal projects increases the asset base and therefore
increases depreciation expense, resulting in a lower asset sustainability ratio.
Council’s Capital Portfolio Prioritisation Administrative Directive demonstrates its commitment to
maintaining existing infrastructure and the adoption of a renewal strategy for its existing assets
ahead of ‘upgrade’ and/or ‘new’ works.
Legislative Requirements
The February 2021 financial reports are presented in accordance with the legislative requirement
of section 204(2) of the Local Government Regulation 2012, requiring the Chief Executive Officer
to present the financial report to a monthly Council meeting.
Risk Management
The February 2021 financial reports have been noted by the Executive Leadership Team and
relevant officers who can provide further clarification and advice around actual to budget
variances.
Financial
There is no direct financial impact to Council as a result of this report; however it provides an
indication of financial outcomes at the end of February 2021.
People
Nil impact expected as the purpose of the attached report is to provide financial information to
Council based upon actual versus budgeted financial activity.
Environmental
Nil impact expected as the purpose of the attached report is to provide financial information to
Council based upon actual versus budgeted financial activity.
Social
Nil impact expected as the purpose of the attached report is to provide financial information to
Council based upon actual versus budgeted financial activity.
Human Rights
There are no human rights implications for this report as the purpose of the attached report is to
provide financial information to Council based upon actual versus budgeted financial activity.

Item 13.1
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Alignment with Council's Policy and Plans
This report has a relationship with the following items of Council’s 2018-2023 Corporate Plan:
8.

Inclusive and ethical governance
Deep engagement, quality leadership at all levels, transparent and accountable democratic
processes and a spirit of partnership between the community and Council will enrich
residents’ participation in local decision-making to achieve the community’s Redlands 2030
vision and goals.

8.2

Council produces and delivers against sustainable financial forecasts as a result of best
practice Capital and Asset Management Plans that guide project planning and service
delivery across the city.

CONSULTATION
Consulted
Council departmental officers
Financial Services Group officers
Executive Leadership Team and
Senior Leadership Team

Date
Year to date February 2021
Year to date February 2021
Year to date February 2021

Comment
Consulted on financial results and outcomes
Consulted on financial results and outcomes
Recipients of variance analysis between actual
and budget. Consulted as required

OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves to note the financial position, results and ratios for February 2021 as
presented in the attached Monthly Financial Report.
Option Two
That Council resolves to request additional information.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to note the financial position, results and ratios for February 2021 as
presented in the attached Monthly Financial Report.

Item 13.1
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OPERATIONAL PLAN QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE REPORT DECEMBER 2020

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Deborah Corbett-Hall, Acting General Manager, Organisational Services

Responsible Officer:

Tony Beynon, Group Manager Corporate Governance

Report Author:

Lorraine Lee, Senior Adviser Corporate Planning and Performance

Attachments:

1.

Operational Plan Quarterly Performance Report December 2020 ⇩

PURPOSE
To provide an update on the progress of the Operational Plan 2020-2021 from 1 October to
31 December 2020.
BACKGROUND
The Local Government Act 2009 (the Act) requires Council to adopt an operational plan each year.
The Operational Plan 2020-2021 forms an important part of Council’s strategic planning process
and sets out the work Council plans to deliver towards achievement of the Corporate Plan 20182023.
The Local Government Regulation 2012 also requires the Chief Executive Officer to present a
written assessment of Council’s progress towards implementing the annual Operational Plan at
meetings of Council, at least quarterly.
ISSUES
The Operational Plan 2020-2021 defines 68 significant activities that Council plans to undertake
during the year. Table 1 details the status of planned activities undertaken in quarter two.
The attached Operational Plan Quarterly Performance Report December 2020 provides a status
update and comment summarising overall progress for each of the 68 significant activities in
quarter two. The information in the report has been provided by the responsible departments for
each significant activity.
Of the 68 significant activities, 67 are on track, and one is being monitored. The activity being
monitored is:
7.4.1 - Continue to review volunteer engagement in Redland City Council.
Table 1
Status of significant activities in the Operational Plan 2020-2021
On Track

67

Monitor

1

Total

68

Item 13.2
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Carried forward significant activity

One significant activity has been carried forward from the Operational Plan 2019-2020. This
activity will be monitored through the Operational Plan Quarterly Performance Report.
Significant activity carried forward from the Operational Plan 2019-2020

Status

5.1.7 - Implement actions outlined in the Cleveland Centre Traffic and Transport Action Plan 2019-2020.

Monitor

Summary
A more detailed summary of the progress of each significant activity for quarter two is outlined in
the attached Operational Plan Quarterly Performance Report December 2020.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Legislative Requirements
Council’s Operational Plan 2020-2021 is an important statutory document which sets out the
significant activities that Council plans to deliver for the financial year. The significant activities
directly contribute to outcomes specified in the Corporate Plan 2018-2023. Tracking progress
against this plan provides a useful assessment of Council’s performance in delivering against its
plans.
The Local Government Regulation 2012 (section 174) states that “the chief executive officer must
present a written assessment of the local government’s progress towards implementing the
annual operational plan at meetings of the local government held at regular intervals not more
than 3 months”. Under the same section of the regulation, Council is allowed to amend the plan at
any time before the end of the financial year.
Risk Management
The risk of not delivering against Council’s Operational Plan is that Council does not achieve the
commitments set out in the longer term corporate and community plans. Each significant activity
has associated risks which are managed by the relevant area of Council.
Financial
The Operational Plan 2020-2021 was funded from the 2020-2021 Annual Budget.
People
Significant activities listed in the Operational Plan 2020-2021 are managed by the responsible
Council group. The status and comments for each significant activity in the attached report are
provided by the relevant group. The report is compiled by the Strategy and Governance Unit.
Although delivery of the plan itself is dependent on staff resources and some significant activities
relate to people issues, there are no direct impacts on people resulting from this report.
Environmental
Some significant activities within the Operational Plan 2020-2021 directly contribute to Council’s
environmental commitments. However, this report does not have any direct environmental
impacts.
Social
Some significant activities within the Operational Plan 2020-2021 directly contribute to Council’s
social commitment. However, this report does not have any direct social impacts.
Item 13.2
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Human Rights
There are no human rights implications associated with this report.
Alignment with Council's Policy and Plans
Council’s Operational Plan 2020-2021 outlines planned significant activities against the eight key
outcomes in the Corporate Plan 2018-2023. As such, it is a key planning document and consistent
with both the Corporate Plan 2018-2023 and the Redlands 2030 Community Plan.
Council adopted a new corporate Plan on 16 December 2020, for commencement on 1 July 2021.
Council’s new Corporate Plan ‘Our Future Redlands – A Corporate Plan to 2026 and Beyond’
provides Council with a framework for forward planning and future delivery of services and
infrastructure.
This quarterly operation plan is in response to Council’s current Corporate Plan 2018-2023 and will
be followed by two further quarterly reports before the current Corporate Plan concludes on 30
June 2021.
CONSULTATION
Consulted
Office of CEO:
People, Culture and Organisational
Performance

Date
December
2020

Comments
The status and comments have been provided by the officers
involved in delivering the particular significant activities within
the Operational Plan 2020-2021.

Organisational Services:
General Manager Organisational
Services
Community and Customer Services:
General Manager Community and
Customer Services
Infrastructure and Operations:
General Manager Infrastructure and
Operations

December
2020

The status and comments have been provided by the officers
involved in delivering the particular significant activities within
the Operational Plan 2020-2021.
The status and comments have been provided by the officers
involved in delivering the particular significant activities within
the Operational Plan 2020-2021.
The status and comments have been provided by the officers
involved in delivering the particular significant activities within
the Operational Plan 2020-2021.

December
2020
December
2020

OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves to note the Operational Plan Quarterly Performance Report December 2020.
Option Two
That Council requests additional information in relation to the attached Operational Plan
Quarterly Performance Report December 2020.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to note the Operational Plan Quarterly Performance Report December
2020.
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AMENDMENTS - REGISTER OF ANIMALS IN PUBLIC PLACES

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Deborah Corbett-Hall, Acting General Manager, Organisational Services

Responsible Officer:

Tony Beynon, Group Manager Corporate Governance

Report Author:

Kristene Viller, Senior Advisor Administrative Review

Attachments:

1.
2.

Community Consultation Submission Review ⇩
Register of Animals in Public Places ⇩

PURPOSE
To:
1. Present the results of the community consultation process that was undertaken for the
Register of Animals in Public Places (the Register)
2. Recommend amendments to the Register of Animals in Public Places
The Register is a requirement of Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2015.
BACKGROUND
At the General Meeting on 4 November 2020, Council resolved to undertake a community
consultation process on proposed changes to the Register of Animals in Public Places that is kept
in accordance with Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2015. Those amendments included:



Reducing the number of locations across the city that animals are prohibited
Reducing the number of locations where restrictions apply to animals.

The result of these changes will be that dogs will be able to be taken on lead to locations that they
were previously prohibited or they will be able to be taken on lead to locations at times or on days
when they were previously restricted.
ISSUES
Community Consultation
Community Consultation was conducted between 9 November and 6 December 2020. The results
of the consultation are contained in Attachment 1. The community consultation recorded 348
properly made submissions. Analysis of the data indicates that the community is divided on the
issue of animals in public places.
Following the community consultation a number of changes have been made to the proposed
amendments, these are reflected in the below table.
Current Prohibited Areas at
any time for dogs

What has proposed and went out to
community consultation

What is recommended following
community consultation

Wellington Point Reserve

Remove prohibition in the picnic area and
playground. The prohibition is being removed
on the designated swimming beach however
the prohibition on bathing reserves remains.

Proceed with changes on a six
month trial basis

Beth Boyd Park, Thorneside

Remove prohibition in the park area,
retention of the prohibition on the
foreshore/seashore.

Proceed with changes
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Current Prohibited Areas at
any time for dogs

What has proposed and went out to
community consultation

What is recommended following
community consultation

Redland
Bay
Esplanade,
Redland Bay (where Grey Street
and Bay Street intersect)

Remove
prohibition
foreshore/seashore.

Proceed with changes

Swamp Box, Capalaba

Remove prohibition and allow dogs at any
time on lead.

Current
Restricted
areas
during specified times for dogs

What was proposed and went out to
community consultation

What is recommended following
community consultation

Yeo park, Victoria Point

Remove restriction and allow dogs at any time
on lead

Proceed with changes

Wellington Point Reserve

Remove restriction and allow dogs at any time
on lead

Proceed with changes on a six
month trial basis

Foreshore and seashore at the
end of Wilson Street Victoria
Point

Remove restriction and allow dogs at any time
on lead

Proceed with changes

Current Prohibited areas from
bringing a horse, camel or
donkey

What has proposed and went out to
community consultation

What is recommended following
community consultation

Redlands Coast

Inclusion of the foreshore and seashore in front
of swimming enclosures.

Proceed with change – this is
administrative to allow for
consistency
with
drafting
language.

on

the

Leave prohibition in place

Implementation
Upon resolving to make the amendments to the Register of Animals in Public Places, the updated
register will be placed on Council’s website with the changes coming into effect immediately. It
will take compliance services approximately 1 week to remove the signage from the impacted
locations.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Legislative Requirements
Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2015, section 9(1) provides for the local government by
resolution to specify public places where animals are prohibited. Section 9(2) requires that before
making a resolution the community is consulted for a period of at least 21 days. The Community
Consultation undertaken is in accordance with this requirement. Section 9(6) requires that the
local government keep a record identifying the prohibited or restricted areas and the restrictions
imposed. The amended Register of Animals in Public Places attached to this report (Attachment 2)
has been updated to reflect the changes recommended in this report.
Risk Management
The amendments to the Register of Animals in Public Places has been undertaken in accordance
with the requirements of Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2015.
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Financial
The costs associated with making the amendments to the Register of Animals in Public Places has
been funded through existing budget allocations within the Strategy and Governance Unit.
People
The Compliance Services Unit will be required to monitor compliance with the ‘on leash’
requirement following the initial lifting of restrictions. Local Laws and Compliance Services will be
required to capture data in relation to the trial at Wellington Point Reserve to determine success
or failure.
Environmental
There are no environmental implications.
Social
Local Government provides for the good governance of the local government area through its
local laws. The Register of Animals in Public Places attached to this report has the potential to
impact members of the Redlands Coast community.
The community was provided the opportunity to provide feedback on the changes as part of the
community consultation. The feedback received is summarised in the Community Consultation
Submission Review (Attachment 1).
Following resolution to make the changes to the Register of Animals in Public Places an update of
the outcome will be placed on the YourSay page, all those parties that made a submission and
provided contact details will receive a response outlining the decision.
Human Rights
There are no Human Rights implications to the proposed amendments.
Alignment with Council's Policy and Plans
The process for amending the Register of Animals in Public Places is in keeping with Council’s
Corporate Plan Priority 8 Inclusive and Ethical Governance for deep engagement, quality
leadership at all levels, transparent and accountable democratic processes and a spirit of
partnership between the community and Council.
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CONSULTATION
Consulted
Service Manager Civic and
Open Space Asset
Management
Senior Advisor Open Space
Strategy
Service Manager
Compliance Services

Consultation Date
September –
October 2020

Comments/Actions
Participated in the review of the Register to determine
amendments.

September –
October 2020
September 2020 –
February 2021

Senior Advisor
Administrative Review

November 2020 –
February 2021

Senior Advisor Community
Engagement
Group Manager
Environment and Regulation
Group Manage Corporate
Governance

November 2020 –
January 2021
February 2021

Participated in the review of the Register to determine
amendments.
Participated in the review of the Register to determine
amendments. Reviewed the Community Consultation
Submission Report and provided recommendations.
Drafted amendments to the Register of Animals in Public
Places. Facilitated the Community Consultation and drafted
the community consultation submission review report.
Developed YourSay page and questions, facilitated the RCB
advertisement and provided advice on analysis of data.
Reviewed the Community Consultation Submission Report
and approved report.
Reviewed and approved report.

February 2021

OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To receive and note the Community Consultation Submission Review (Attachment 1).
2. To make the amendments to the Register of Animals in Public Places (Attachment 2).
3. To give notice of the changes by making the updated Register of Animals in Public Places
available on Council’s website and by publishing and advertisement in the Redland City Bulletin
and accompanying media release.
Option Two
That Council resolves not to make the amendments to the Register of Animals in Public Places.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves as follows:
1. To receive and note the Community Consultation Submission Review (Attachment 1).
2. To make the amendments to the Register of Animals in Public Places (Attachment 2).
3. To give notice of the changes by making the updated Register of Animals in Public Places
available on Council’s website and by publishing and advertisement in the Redland City
Bulletin and accompanying media release.
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REPORTS FROM COMMUNITY & CUSTOMER SERVICES

14.1

DECISIONS MADE UNDER DELEGATED AUTHORITY FOR CATEGORY 1, 2 AND 3
DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Louise Rusan, General Manager Community & Customer Services

Responsible Officer:

David Jeanes, Group Manager City Planning and Assessment

Report Author:

Jill Driscoll, Group Support Coordinator

Attachments:

1.

Decisions Made Under Delegated Authority 03.01.2021 to
30.01.2021 ⇩

PURPOSE
To note decisions made under delegated authority for development applications (Attachment 1).
This information is provided for public interest.
BACKGROUND
At the General Meeting of 21 June 2017, Council resolved that development assessments be
classified into the following four categories:
Category 1 – minor code and referral agency assessments
Category 2 – moderately complex code and impact assessments
Category 3 – complex code and impact assessments
Category 4 – major assessments (not included in this report)
The applications details in this report have been assessed under:
Category 1 – Minor code assessable applications, concurrence agency referral, minor operational
works and minor compliance works, and minor change requests and extension to currency period
where the original application was Category 1.
Delegation Level: Chief Executive Officer, General Manager, Group Managers, Service Manager,
Team Leaders and Principal Planners as identified in the officer’s instrument of delegation.
Category 2 – In addition to Category 1, moderately complex code assessable applications,
including operational works and compliance works and impact assessable applications without
objecting submissions; other change requests and variation request where the original application
was Category 1,2,3 or 4*.
*Provided the requests do not affect the reason(s) for the call in by the Councillor (or that there is
agreement from the Councillor that it can be dealt with under delegation).
Delegation Level: Chief Executive Officer, General Manager, Group Managers and Service
Managers as identified in the officer’s instrument of delegation.
Category 3 – In addition to Category 1 and 2, applications for code or impact assessment with a
higher level of complexity. They may have minor level aspects outside a stated policy position that
are subject to discretionary provision of the planning scheme. Impact applications may involve
submissions objecting to the proposal readily addressable by reasonable and relevant conditions.
Assessing superseded planning scheme requests and approving a plan of subdivision.
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Delegation Level: Chief Executive Officer, General Manager and Group Managers as identified in
the officer’s instrument of delegation.
Human Rights
There are no known human rights implication associated with this report.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to note this report.
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LIST OF DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING RELATED COURT MATTERS AS AT 15 FEBRUARY
2021

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Louise Rusan, General Manager Community & Customer Services

Responsible Officer:

David Jeanes, Group Manager City Planning and Assessment

Report Author:

Michael Anderson, Senior Appeals Planner

Attachments:

Nil

PURPOSE
To note the current development and planning related appeals and other related
matters/proceedings.
BACKGROUND
Information on appeals and other related matters may be found as follows:
1.

Planning and Environment Court
a) Information on current appeals and applications with the Planning and Environment
Court involving Redland City Council can be found at the District Court website using the
“Search civil files (eCourts) Party Search” service:
http://www.courts.qld.gov.au/services/search-for-a-court-file/search-civil-files-ecourts
b) Judgments of the Planning and Environment Court can be viewed via the Supreme Court
of Queensland Library website under the Planning and Environment Court link:
http://www.sclqld.org.au/qjudgment/

2.

Court of Appeal
Information on the process and how to search for a copy of Court of Appeal documents can
be found at the Supreme Court (Court of Appeal) website:
https://www.courts.qld.gov.au/courts/court-of-appeal/the-appeal-process

3.

State Development, Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (DILGP)
The DILGP provides a Database of Appeals that may be searched for past appeals and
applications heard by the Planning and Environment Court:
https://planning.dsdmip.qld.gov.au/planning/spa-system/dispute-resolution-underspa/planning-and-environment-court/planning-and-environment-court-appeals-database
The database contains:
a) A consolidated list of all appeals and applications lodged in the Planning and Environment
Courts across Queensland of which the Chief Executive has been notified.
b) Information about the appeal or application, including the file number, name and year,
the site address and local government.

4.

Communities, Housing and Digital Economy (CHDE)
Information on the process and remit of development tribunals can be found at the DHPW
website:
http://www.hpw.qld.gov.au/construction/BuildingPlumbing/DisputeResolution/Pages/defau
lt.aspx
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PLANNING & ENVIRONMENT COURT APPEALS & APPLICATIONS
1.
File Number:
Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:
Appeal Details:

Current Status:

3829 of 2019
Sutgold Pty Ltd v Redland City Council
Redland City Council
Reconfiguring a Lot (8 lots into 176 lots and new roads)
72, 74, 78, 80, 82 Double Jump Road, 158-166, 168-172 and 174-178 Bunker
Road, Victoria Point (Lots 12, 13, 15, 22 and 21 on RP86773, Lots 16 and 20 on
SP293877 and Lot 12 on RP898198)
Appeal against deemed refusal by Council.
Appeal filed 23 October 2019. An early without prejudice meeting was held on
26 November 2019. A directions hearing was held on 6 February 2020. A list of
matters supporting an approval was provided by the Appellant on 14 April 2020.
The list of experts has been nominated and without prejudice conferences were
held with the Appellant on 6, 14 and 21 May 2020 to discuss Council’s position
and proposed changes. A review was held on 17 June 2020 and it was ordered
that the Appellant was to file and serve any application for a minor change by 26
June 2020. By 15 July 2020, the Respondent and Co-Respondent were to file and
serve a written response to the Appellant’s minor change application stating
whether it will or will not oppose the declaration being made. Council was
required to notify of its position on the appeal by 24 July 2020, should the Court
determine the changes are minor.
The matter was reported to the General Meeting of Council on 22 July 2020. It
was confirmed that the proposed changes were a minor change but Council was
still opposing the application. The parties were notified of Council’s position on
24 July 2020. A without prejudice meeting was held with the appellant on 22
July 2020.
The matter was considered at a hearing on 6 August 2020 where it was ordered
that the infrastructure and traffic experts nominated by the parties are to meet
and prepare a joint expert report (JER), to be completed by 18 September 2020.
JERs in respect of town planning and engineering were received on 23 November
and 24 November respectively. The ecology and traffic JERs were received on 10
and 14 December 2020 respectively. Individual statements of evidence were
filed in the Planning and Environment Court in respect of Ecology and Traffic on
12 February 2021.
A pre-call over is listed for 17 February 2021 and call over on 19 February 2021.
The appeal is allocated for a hearing in March 2021 for 5 days.

2.
File Number:
Appellant:
Respondent:
First Co-respondents (By
election):
Second Co-respondents (By
election):
Proposed Development:
Appeal Details:

Current Status:

4312 of 2019
New Land Tourism Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Benjamin Alistair Mackay and Renee Michelle Mackay
Debbie Tye-Anderson, Kerri Vidler, Lee Nicholson, Peter Anderson, Vanessa
Anderson, Thelma Anderson.
Material change of use (tourist accommodation)
147-205 Rocky Passage Road, Redland Bay (Lot 3 on RP153333)
Appeal against Council’s decision to give a preliminary approval for a
development application.
Appeal filed 29 November 2019. A review was held on 11 June 2020 and it was
ordered that the Appellant shall provide without prejudice material to all other
parties by 24 June 2020. A without prejudice conference, chaired by the P & E
ADR Registrar, was held on 22 July 2020.
At a review on 5 August 2020 it was ordered that the appellant shall provide to
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2.
File Number:
Appellant:
Respondent:

4312 of 2019
New Land Tourism Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
the other parties without prejudice material addressing wastewater and
landscaping issues by 21 August 2020. This material was provided by the
Appellant. A review was held on 14 September 2020. The Appellant was to
provide further without prejudice material by 25 September 2020. The Appellant
provided the further material on 14 October 2020 and a further without
prejudice conference was held on 19 October 2020. The Appellant provided
revised material for comment. A further without prejudice meeting was held on
16 December 2020. Further information is to be provided by 15 February 2021
and a further review is scheduled for 5 March 2021.

3.

566 of 2020

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:

Proposed Development:

Appeal Details:

Clay Gully Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Reconfiguration of a lot by standard format plan (3 lots into 289 lots over 7
stages, new road and park.
39 Brendan Way, 21-29 and 31 Clay Gully Road, Victoria Point (Lot 1 on
RP72635, Lot 4 on RP57455 and Lot 1 on RP95513)
Appeal against deemed refusal by Council.
Appeal filed 25 February 2020. Council notified of its position in the appeal on 1
May 2020 and provided reasons for refusal on 5 May 2020. A review was held on
8 May 2020 and it was ordered that the Appellant was to file and serve any
request for further and better particulars by 15 May 2020.
A request for further and better particulars was made by the Appellant on 15
May 2020. Council provided its response to the request for further and better
particulars on 1 June 2020. The Appellant submitted its matters supporting
approval of the proposed development on 15 June 2020.
A without prejudice discussion with the appellant and co-respondent, chaired by
the P & E ADR Registrar, was held on 18 June 2020. A further without prejudice
meeting was held on 25 June 2020. The matter was adjourned on the papers
until 17 August 2020, in order to facilitate further discussions between the
parties. A without prejudice meeting was held with the appellant on 3 August
2020.

Current Status:

It was ordered that the parties should engage in a further without prejudice
meeting by 4 September 2020 and this was held on 3 September 2020. A review
was held on 10 September 2020 and the Orders were that the parties engage in
a further without prejudice meeting by 9 October 2020. A without prejudice
meeting was held on 6 October 2020. The matter was considered at the General
Meeting on 7 October 2020.
A further review was held on 15 October 2020 and a further without prejudice
meeting was held on 22 October 2020. The Appellant filed its minor change
application on 23 November 2020 and the matter was listed for further review
on 8 December 2020. Orders were made to provide draft conditions by 11
December 2020. The draft conditions were provided on 15 December 2020. The
Appellant provided comments on 22 December 2020 and negotiations are
ongoing. A formal without prejudice meeting is to be held by 17 February 2021
to discuss draft conditions (all parties).
A further review is listed for 19 February 2021.
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File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
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1612 of 2020
Sutgold Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Development permit for a reconfiguration of 9 Lots into 275 Residential Lots, 3
Balance Lots, 1 Load Centre Lot, 2 Park Lots, 2 Open Space Lots, 1 Pedestrian
Connection Lot and 1 Multi-function Spine Lot in 12 stages.

Proposed Development:

Appeal Details:

36-56 Double Jump Road, 26 Prospect Crescent and 27 Brendan Way, Victoria
Point more properly described as Lot 4 on RP57455, Lot 1 on RP95513, Lot 2 on
RP86773, Lot 1 on RP86773, Lot 3 on RP148004, Lot 7 on RP57455, Lot 2 on
RP169475, Lot 2 on RP165178, Lot 6 on SP145377, Lot 801 on SP261302 and Lot
5 on SP293881.
Appeal against deemed refusal by Council.
Appeal filed 5 June 2020. A hearing was held on 23 July 2020 where it was
ordered that the respondent was required to notify the parties of its position
and grounds if refused or conditions if it should be approved by 7 August 2020.
The matter was considered at the General Meeting of Council on 5 August 2020
where it was resolved that the matter ought to be refused. The parties were
notified of Council’s position as respondent on 6 August 2020.

Current Status:

A review was held on 19 August 2020. Orders were made on the papers that
that the Appellant was to provide grounds for appeal by 2 September 2020.
Council received the grounds of appeal on 9 September 2020. A without
prejudice meeting was held on 23 September 2020. A review was held on 16
October 2020. It was ordered that that the parties engage in a further without
prejudice meeting by 4 November 2020. A site visit with Council’s and
Appellant’s ecological experts was held on 19 October 2020 and further without
prejudice discussions were held on 22 October 2020.
The matter was listed for review on 8 December 2020 and it was ordered that
the Appellant was to provide its minor change material by 11 December 2020.
Council advised that it did not oppose the minor change application on 18
December 2020. The matter is listed for review and minor change hearing is to
be held on 2 February 2021.
The minor change application was approved the Court. Council is required to file
and serve its up-dated reasons for refusal by 19 February 2021. The appellant is
to serve grounds for approval by 3 March 2021. A further review is listed for 11
March 2021.

5.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:

Proposed Development:

1724 of 2020
Fort Street Real Estate Capital Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Combined development permit for a material change of use (fast food outlet)
and reconfiguring a lot (access easement and subdivision by lease).
Birkdale Fair Shopping Centre at 2-12 Mary Pleasant Drive, Birkdale and more
properly described as Lot 1 on RP816847.

Appeal Details:

Appeal against refusal by Council.

Current Status:

Appeal filed on 17 June 2020. A review was held on 27 July 2020 where it was
ordered that the appellant was to notify the parties of any changes to the
development application by 31 July 2020. On 14 August 2020 the respondent
(Council) notified the appellant that Council would not be opposing the minor
change and notified its fully articulated grounds of refusal.
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File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
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1724 of 2020
Fort Street Real Estate Capital Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
A review was held on 19 August 2020 where it was ordered that the parties
should exchange its list of experts by 26 August 2020 and that joint expert
reports must be completed by 30 September 2020. All joint expert reports were
exchanged and a without prejudice meeting was held on 15 October 2020. A
three day trial was held on 25-27 November 2020.
The judgment was handed down on 11 December 2020 and the appeal was
allowed subject to lawful conditions. Draft conditions were provided by Council
to the Appellant on 15 January 2021.
The parties are continuing to negotiate draft conditions.

6.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:
Appeal Details:

Current Status:

2080 of 2020
Silkwear Developments Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Development permit for a reconfiguration of a lot (1 into 5 lots) respect of land
at 1-13 Beckwith Street, Ormiston, more properly described as Lot 8 on
RP895452 (Council ref: RAL19/0087).
Appeal against conditions.
Appeal filed on 7 July 2020. A review was undertaken on 2 September 2020. It
was ordered that Council is to draft and serve the grounds for the conditions in
dispute by 16 September 2020. The appellant is to file and serve any amended
grounds for setting aside the disputed conditions by 25 September 2020. A
without prejudice meeting was held on 2 October 2020. A further without
prejudice meeting was held on 15 October 2020. The Appellant provided revised
plans to address stormwater quality and road design on 29 October 2020 and a
further without prejudice meeting was due to be held on 19 November 2020 and
review on 20 November 2020. These dates were adjourned in order for further
changes to take place. Revised material was received on 24 November 2020 and
a further without prejudice meeting was held on 26 November 2020.
Further to the without prejudice meeting, revised material was provided and
further discussions took place on a without prejudice basis.
The appeal was adjourned at review on 10 December 2020 and was listed for
further review on 5 February 2021, including a minor change application. This
was adjourned to 17 February 2021.

7.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:

2081 of 2020
Silkwear Developments Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Development permit for a reconfiguration of a lot (1 into 5 lots) respect of land
at 1-13 Beckwith Street, Ormiston, more properly described as Lot 8 on
RP895452.

Appeal Details:

Appeal against infrastructure charges notice.

Current Status:

Appeal filed on 7 July 2020. A review was undertaken on 2 September 2020. A
without prejudice meeting was held on 2 and 15 October 2020. A further
without prejudice meeting was to be held on 19 November 2020. These dates
were adjourned in order for further changes to take place.
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File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
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2081 of 2020
Silkwear Developments Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Revised material was received on 24 November 2020 and a further without
prejudice meeting took place on 26 November 2020.
The appeal was adjourned at review on 10 December 2020 and was listed for
further review on 5 February 2021. Further without prejudice discussions have
taken place and the matter has been adjourned to 30 March 2021.

8.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:
Appeal Details:

Current Status:

2337 of 2020
Bernard Diab and Tracey Diab
Redland City Council
Development permit for a material change of use for home-based business in
respect of land at 393 Mount Cotton Road, Capalaba and more properly
described as Lot 4 on SP297142.
Appeal against refusal by Council.
Appeal filed on 17 August 2020. A review was held on 16 October 2020. The
respondent (Council) issued its consolidated reasons for refusal on 30 October
2020. A without prejudice conference chaired by the ADR Registrar was held on
19 November 2020. The appellant agreed to provide a revised plan early in the
week commencing 23 November 2020 with further comments to be provided
within one week of receipt. This information was received on 7 December 2020.
The matter has been adjourned to 30 March 2021 to negotiate conditions.

9.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Co-Respondent

2893 of 2020

Proposed Development:

Paige Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Sutgold Pty Ltd
Development permit for reconfiguring a lot – 1 into 23 lots and new road on land
located at 152-156 Bunker Road, Victoria Point on Lot 23 on RP86773.

Appeal Details:

Appeal against deemed refusal by Council.

Current Status:

Appeal filed on 13 October 2020. Council provided its position on the appeal on
20 November 2020. A review was held on the 23 November 2020 and it was
ordered that Council (Respondent) is to provide its particularised list of
provisions relevant to the grounds for refusal by 27 November 2020. The
particularised list identifying each assessment benchmark was provided on 9
December 2020.
A further consolidated list of reasons for refusal were provided on 18 December
2020. The Co-respondent provided their position on 9 February 2021. The
appellant is to provide its reasons for approval by 17 February 2021. A review is
listed for 19 February 2021.
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File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Co-Respondent
Proposed Development:
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39 of 2021
Sutgold Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Harridan Pty Ltd
Development permit for a reconfiguration of a Lot (2 lots into 37 lots, 1 drainage
lot, new road and 3 access easements) over land located at 26 Prospect Crescent
and 27 Brendan Way, Victoria Point, more particularly described as Lot 801 on
SP261302 and Lot 6 on SP145377.
Appeal against deemed refusal by Council.

Appeal Details:

A directions hearing is listed for 18 February 2021.

Current Status:

Appeal filed on 4 January 2021.

11.

40 of 2021

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:

Proposed Development:

Sutgold Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Development permit for a reconfiguration of a Lot (3 lots into 157 lots, 2 entry
park lots, 2 drainage lots, 2 multi-function spine lots and new road) over land
located at 52, 56, 62, 64 and 66 Double Jump Road, Victoria Point, more properly
described as Lot 7 on RP86773, Lot 8 on RP222878, Lot 9 on RP222878, Lot 2 on
RP165178 and Lot 5 on SP293881.
Appeal against deemed refusal by Council.

Appeal Details:

A directions hearing is listed for 18 February 2021.

Current Status:

Appeal filed on 4 January 2021.

12.

41 of 2021

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:

Alexandra Margaret Shaw
Redland City Council
Other Change to a development approval (Development permit for a standard
format reconfiguration) over land at 17-19 Honeygem Place, Birkdale and more
properly described as Lot 1 on SP 174943.

Appeal Details:

Appeal against conditions of approval.

Current Status:

Appeal filed on 22 December 2020.

13.

42 of 2021

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:

Tea Cup Cottage Pty Ltd
Redland City Council
Development permit for material change of use (Residential care facility) over
land at 17-19 Honeygem Place, Birkdale and more properly described as Lot 1 on
SP 174943.

Appeal Details:

Appeal against conditions of approval.

Current Status:

Appeal filed on 22 December 2020.
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APPEALS TO THE QUEENSLAND COURT OF APPEAL
14.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:

8114 of 2018
(MCU012812)/ (QPEC Appeal 3641 of 2015)
Redland City Council
King of Gifts Pty Ltd and HTC Consulting Pty Ltd
Material Change of Use for Service Station (including car wash) and Drive
Through Restaurant
604-612 Redland Bay Road, Alexandra Hills (Lot 21 on SP194117)

Appeal Details:

Appeal against the decision of the Planning and Environment Court to allow the
appeal and approve the development.
Appeal filed by Council on 30 July 2018. Council’s outline of argument was filed
on 28 August 2018. The appellant’s outline of argument was filed on 20
September 2018. The matter was heard before the Court on 12 March 2019.
The judgment of the Supreme Court on 13 March 2020 was that the appeal is
allowed and the orders made on 18 June 2019 be set aside. The appeal is to be
remitted back to the Planning and Environment Court and the respondent is to
pay the appellant’s costs of the appeal.

Current Status:

At a review in the P & E Court on 15 June 2020 the Court ordered that written
submissions are to be filed by 10 July 2020 with a hearing listed for 17 July 2020.
The written submissions were filed on 10 July 2020.
The judgment in the Planning and Environment Court was issued on 7 August
2020 and the appeal was allowed.
A further appeal has been submitted by Council. An outline of argument and list
of authorities were filed on 20 November 2020. The respondent’s outline was
filed on 19 January 2021. Amended outline of arguments are due to be filed by
19 February 2021 and a hearing date has been set down for 15 March 2021.

DEVELOPMENT TRIBUNAL APPEALS AND OTHER MATTERS
15.

File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
Proposed Development:

Appeal Details:

Appeal 20-021
Darren Horton
Redland City Council
Design and siting request for a swimming pool
11 Reserve Esplanade, Wellington Point (Lot 1 on RP53836)
Appeal against the decision of the Redland City Council to direct refusal of a
swimming pool structure within the front boundary setback in a design and
siting referral.
Appeal filed on 2 September 2020. A tribunal site visit and meeting was held on
13 November 2020. Additional submissions were made on behalf of the
Appellant on 18 November 2020 and a response provided by Council on 20
November 2020.

Current Status:

Council was notified on 16 December 2020 that the Tribunal orders the
Appellant, pursuant to section 250 of the Planning Act, to reconsider the design
of the external walls of the proposed swimming pool structure to consider
changes to the finish, colours and texture and for these to be provided within 20
days or request the tribunal to decide the appeal without any changes.
On 19 December 2020 the Appellant submitted revised treatment of the
external walls of the swimming pool to the Tribunal.
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File Number:

Appellant:
Respondent:
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Appeal 20-021
Darren Horton
Redland City Council
On 5 January 2021 a response was provided to the Appellant, on behalf of the
Tribunal, that whilst it is not the role of the Tribunal to recommend treatment, it
had reviewed the details provided and considered that the submitted material
was not acceptable.
Revised plans were submitted to the Tribunal on 19 January 2021. On the 4
February 2021 the Tribunal wrote to the appellant advising it is considering
approving the amended plans lodged however, has requested that a landscape
plan is provided showing plant layout, sizes and proposed maintenance and how
the plan complies with relevant Council landscaping policies by 18 February
2021.

Human Rights
There are no known human rights implications associated with this report.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to note this report.
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MCU20/0077 RECONFIGURING A LOT (1 INTO 2 LOTS) AND MATERIAL CHANGE OF USE
FOR RETIREMENT FACILITY AT 236-246 QUEEN STREET, CLEVELAND

Objective Reference:
Authorising Officer:

Louise Rusan, General Manager Community & Customer Services

Responsible Officer:

David Jeanes, Acting General Manager, Community and Customer Service

Report Author:

Chris Vize, Service Manager City Planning & Assessment

Attachments:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Site and Locality Plans ⇩
Reconfiguring a Lot Proposal Plan ⇩
Retirement Facility Proposal Plan ⇩
Recommended Conditions of Approval ⇩

PURPOSE
To refer this application to a General Meeting of Council for determination at the request of the
divisional Councillor.
BACKGROUND
Council has received an application on land at 236-246 Queen Street, Cleveland (refer Attachment
1) seeking a development permit for reconfiguring a lot (1 into 2 lots) and material change of use
for a retirement facility.
The owners of the property are Mrs Michelle M Webb and Mr Adam A Webb and the applicant is
Bristar Group Pty Ltd c/- AJS Surveys Pty Ltd.
The application should be decided by 17 March 2021 in accordance with the Planning Act 2016.
Should the decision not be made by that date the application may be deemed approved.
The assessment of the application has occurred in line with the assessment framework outlined in
the Planning Act 2016. The key issues identified in the assessment are:











Built form and streetscape
Communal and private open space
Landscaping
Ecological impacts
Traffic impacts
Pedestrian access
Vehicle parking
Stormwater management
Sewer and water services
Waste management

ISSUES
Proposal
The development application seeks a development permit for reconfiguring a lot (1 into 2 lots) and
material change of use for a retirement facility (refer Attachments 2 and 3). Proposed lot 1 is
3182m2 in size and contains the existing dwelling house and associated outbuildings. Proposed lot
2 is 9861m2 in size and will contain the proposed retirement facility.
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The proposed retirement facility comprises:


197 one-bedroom semi-dependant retirement facility units



One (1) two-bedroom semi-dependant retirement facility unit



One (1) two-bedroom on-site manager’s unit



A five (5) level building that follows the topography of the land, with a maximum height of 13
metres about ground level



99 car parking spaces



49 mobility scooter parking spaces



A large communal dining area on Level 2



A small communal roof terrace on Level 2



Communal courtyard areas on the Ground and Lower Ground levels

The retirement facility is intended to cater for seniors and retirees who are generally single or
have partners living in high care accommodation off site. While each unit contains a kitchenette,
the on-site kitchen will serve three meals a day for residents. The site also has a communal laundry
area on site.
Vehicle access to the proposed retirement facility is provided via the cul-de-sac head in Queen
Street. The development proposes a footpath in the Queen Street road reserve extending from
the western side of proposed lot 2 and connecting to the existing footpath in Delancey Street.
Site & Locality
The subject site is located on the northern side of Queen Street and contains an existing dwelling
house and associated outbuildings. The site contains scattered vegetation mostly concentrated
around the existing dwelling house, with a mix of exotic and native species. The land falls from
23m Australian Height Datum (AHD) in the north-western corner to 6m AHD along the eastern
boundary. The slope is most pronounced on the western side of the lot, where the land falls from
at a gradient of approximately 1 in 6, and displays a gentle slope on the eastern side of the lot.
Adjoining the site to the west are a number of dwelling houses fronting Duchess Place. Dwelling
houses and dual occupancies exist on the southern side of Queen Street, with the Cleveland
Aquatic Centre and ambulance depot to the south-east. An existing retirement facility is located to
the eastern boundary of the site. Industrial tenancies exist to the northern boundary, but are
separated from the subject site by an existing 10 metre wide landscape buffer. The Queen Street
road reserve is partly formed, with the road pavement extending approximately one-third of the
frontage of the subject site. The balance of the road reserve to the east of the cul-de-sac bulb,
extending to Wellington Street, is unformed and heavily vegetated.
The subject site is zoned medium density residential (MDR) and is surrounded by MDR-zoned land
to the east and west and land zoned mixed use to the north.
Planning History
The subject site was previously zoned environmental management under the Redlands Planning
Scheme 2006. This zoning changed to MDR after consideration of submissions to the draft City
Plan, and came into effect with the implementation of the City Plan in 2018. The submission in
relation to this property was assessed by an external planning consultant.
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Council engaged an external planning consultant (Reel Planning) to provide assessment advice to
Council and this advice has been considered by assessment officers in their assessment of the
application.
Assessment framework
The application has been made in accordance with the Planning Act Development Assessment
Rules and constitutes a code assessable application for reconfiguring a lot and material change of
use under the City Plan.
In accordance with section 45 of the Planning Act 2016:
‘(3) A code assessment is an assessment that must be carried out only—
(a) against the assessment benchmarks in a categorising instrument for the
development; and
(b) having regard to any matters prescribed by regulation for this paragraph.
(6) Subsections (7) and (8) apply if an assessment manager is, under subsection (3) or (5),
assessing a development application against or having regard to—
(a) a statutory instrument; or
(b) another document applied, adopted or incorporated (with or without changes) in
a statutory instrument.
(7) The assessment manager must assess the development application against or having
regard to the statutory instrument, or other document, as in effect when the
development application was properly made.
(8) However, the assessment manager may give the weight the assessment manager
considers is appropriate, in the circumstances, to—
(a) if the statutory instrument or other document is amended or replaced after the
development application is properly made but before it is decided by the
assessment manager—the amended or replacement instrument or document; or
(b) another statutory instrument—
(i) that comes into effect after the development application is properly made
but before it is decided by the assessment manager; and
(ii) that the assessment manager would have been required to assess, or could
have assessed, the development application against, or having regard to, if
the instrument had been in effect when the application was properly made.’
Section 26 of the Planning Regulation 2017, relevantly, identifies that:
‘(1) For section 45(3)(a) of the Act, the code assessment must be carried out against the
assessment benchmarks for the development stated in schedules 9 and 10.
(2) Also, if the prescribed assessment manager is the local government, the code
assessment must be carried out against the following assessment benchmarks—
(a) the assessment benchmarks stated in—
(i) the regional plan for a region, to the extent the regional plan is not identified
in the planning scheme as being appropriately integrated in the planning
scheme; and
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(ii) the State Planning Policy, part E, to the extent part E is not identified in the
planning scheme as being appropriately integrated in the planning scheme;
and
(iii) any temporary State planning policy applying to the premises;
(b) if the local government is an infrastructure provider—the local government’s
LGIP.
(3) However, an assessment manager may, in assessing development requiring code
assessment, consider an assessment benchmark only to the extent the assessment
benchmark is relevant to the development.’
Section 27 of the Planning Regulation 2017, relevantly, identifies that:
‘(1) For section 45(3)(b) of the Act, the code assessment must be carried out having regard
to—
(a) the matters stated in schedules 9 and 10 for the development; and
(c) if the prescribed assessment manager is a person other than the chief executive or
the local government—the planning scheme; and
(d) if the prescribed assessment manager is a person other than the chief executive—
(i) the regional plan for a region, to the extent the regional plan is not identified in
the planning scheme as being appropriately integrated in the planning scheme;
and
(ii) the State Planning Policy, to the extent the State Planning Policy is not identified
in the planning scheme as being appropriately integrated in the planning
scheme; and
(iii) for designated premises—the designation for the premises; and
(e) any temporary State planning policy applying to the premises; and
(f) any development approval for, and any lawful use of, the premises or adjacent
premises; and
(g) the common material.
(2) However—
(a) an assessment manager may, in assessing development requiring code assessment,
consider a matter mentioned in subsection (1) only to the extent the assessment
manager considers the matter is relevant to the development; and
(b) if an assessment manager is required to carry out code assessment against
assessment benchmarks in an instrument stated in subsection (1), this section does
not require the assessment manager to also have regard to the assessment
benchmarks.’
common material, for a development application, means—
‘(a) all the material about the application that the assessment manager receives before the
application is decided, including—
(i) any material relating to a proposed development application that is substantially
similar to the development application as made; and
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(ii) any material attached to, or given with, the development application; and
(iii) any material relating to the application given to the assessment manager after the
application is made; and
(iv) any referral agency’s response, including any advice or comment given by a referral
agency and any response given under section 57 of the Act; and
(v) any properly made submissions about the application, other than a submission that
is withdrawn; and
(vi) any other submission about the application that the assessment manager has
accepted; and
(vii) any other advice or comment about the application that a person gives to the
assessment manager; and
(b) if a development approval for the development is in effect—the approval; and
(c) an infrastructure agreement applying to the premises.’
Pursuant to section 45(3) of the Planning Act 2016, the application was assessed against the
following applicable assessment benchmarks.
City Plan Version 4:












Medium density residential zone code
Healthy waters code
Infrastructure works code
Landscape code
Transport, servicing, access and parking code
Environmental significance overlay code
Landslide hazard overlay code
State Planning Policy 2017
South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017, Part E
Planning Regulation 2017, Schedule 11
Local Government Infrastructure Plan

Pursuant to section 45(3) of the Planning Act 2016, Council had regard to the following matters in
its assessment of the application.



Existing approvals on adjoining land
Common material, including written submissions accepted by the assessment manager

Written submissions accepted as common material
The following planning matters were raised in written submissions received and accepted by the
assessment manager as common material to the application. It is recognised that these
submissions were received prior to the information response being received, which included
amended proposal plans for the development.






Traffic impacts to the local roads and intersection to Delancey Street
Results in increased flooding risk to the downstream property and road
Detrimental impact on environmental values of the Queen Street road reserve
Insufficient car parking proposed on site
Impacts on water and sewerage infrastructure capacity
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Impacts on privacy to adjoining residents
May exacerbate landslide hazard on the site
Bulky structure and unsuitable streetscape outcome
Insufficient private open space areas

The assessment manager has had regard to the submissions about these planning matters in the
assessment of the development against the assessment benchmarks.
Decision Making Rules
Section 60 of the Planning Act 2016 states that:
‘(2) To the extent the application involves development that requires code assessment, and
subject to section 62, the assessment manager, after carrying out the assessment—
(a) must decide to approve the application to the extent the development complies with
all of the assessment benchmarks for the development; and
(b) may decide to approve the application even if the development does not comply
with some of the assessment benchmarks; and
Examples—
1 An assessment manager may approve an application for development that does
not comply with some of the benchmarks if the decision resolves a conflict
between the benchmarks.
2 An assessment manager may approve an application for development that does
not comply with some of the benchmarks if the decision resolves a conflict
between the benchmarks and a referral agency’s response.
(c) may impose development conditions on an approval; and
(d) may, to the extent the development does not comply with some or all the
assessment benchmarks, decide to refuse the application only if compliance cannot
be achieved by imposing development conditions.
Example of a development condition—
A development condition that affects the way the development is carried out, or the
management of uses or works that are the natural and ordinary consequence of the
development, but does not have the effect of changing the type of development
applied for.’
(5)

The assessment manager may give a preliminary approval for all or part of the
development application, even though the development application sought a
development permit.

(6) If an assessment manager approves only part of a development application, the rest is
taken to be refused.’
Application Assessment
The development is considered to comply with the relevant assessment benchmarks, subject to
the imposition of conditions. The most pertinent parts of the assessment are discussed in this
section.
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Reconfiguring a lot
The proposed lots are sufficient in size and with appropriate dimensions to achieve their intended
end use for medium density development. Both lots will be connected to essential infrastructure,
with sufficient capacity to service the proposed development on proposed lot 2 and future
medium density development on proposed lot 1. Conditions are recommended to achieve these
service connections.
Land use
A retirement facility is a land use that is encouraged in the MDR zone.
Built form and streetscape
The site has frontage to Queen Street, with the majority of this frontage being unformed road
reserve that is heavily vegetated. In this regard, a significant part of the development will be
screened from the streetscape by this existing and retained vegetation. There will be visibility from
the street at the driveway entrance and, as the development follows the topography of the land
which falls to the east away from the site’s entry, the elements that will be visible will be one to
two storeys of built form and the driveway and carparking area at the entrance.
Performance outcomes PO13 to PO15 of the MDR zone code seek the following:
‘Design elements contribute to an interesting and attractive streetscape and building
through:
1) the provision of projections and recesses in the facade which reflect changes of
internal functions of buildings, including circulation;
2) variations in material and building form;
3) modulation in the facade, horizontally or vertically;
4) articulation of building entrances and openings; and
5) corner treatments to address both street frontages.’
‘Design elements promote a subtropical and climate responsive design character through:
1) the use of deep verandahs, decks and eaves, and
2) integration of buildings within landscape planting.’
‘Roof form assists in reducing the appearance of building bulk by:
1)
2)
3)
4)

articulating individual buildings;
incorporating variety in design;
incorporating a roof pitch, gable or the like in buildings up to 13m; and
screening plant and equipment, such as vents, lift over-runs or solar energy and storm
water collectors.’

‘Parking facilities are located so that they do not dominate the streetscape or the building
form when viewed from the street.’
The view into the site from the street frontage will be interesting and attractive, with the main
building entrance being prominent and displaying an expressive roof form, mixture of textures and
materials and being framed by landscaping. Car parking on the western side is located towards the
rear of the site and carparking along the southern boundary is at a lower level to the driveway
entrance. This layout will ensure that carparking is not a dominant feature in the streetscape.
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The cantilevered design of the driveway ramp along the southern boundary ensures that the
existing vegetation in Queen Street will be retained and protected and the development will
integrate effectively within this landscaped setting.
The built form within the site is attractive, with the exterior treatment of the building including
variation in materials and textures and both horizontal and vertical modulation. The roof form has
a variety of pitch across the length of the building and, with the changes in levels across the site,
the building will be very-well articulated. All above ground units include balconies and all units
have the ability to achieve cross ventilation as openings are provided at the front and rear of each
unit.
Communal and private open space
Performance outcome PO4 of the MDR zone code seeks the following:
‘Developments involving more than 20 dwellings provide sufficient communal open space
to:
1) create usable, flexible spaces suitable for a range of activities; and
2) provide facilities including seating, landscaping and shade.’
The development includes a significant amount of communal open space in the form of three
courtyards on the ground and lower ground levels and a rooftop terrace space on level 2. These
spaces have dimensions exceeding 5 metres and amount to approximately 1250m2 in area, which
equates to approximately 12.7% of the site area of proposed lot 2. The development achieves PO4
by adopting the deemed to comply solution in AO4.1, which seeks a minimum of 5% of the site
area as communal open space.
While not considered as part of the open space area, the development also includes a large indoor
communal area for meals and activities on level 2.
Performance outcome PO5 of the MDR zone code seeks the following:
‘Development provides private open space that is:
useable in size and shape to meet the needs of a diversity of potential residents;
1) functional and easily accessible from living or common areas to promotes outdoor
living as an extension of the dwelling;
2) clearly identified as private open space; and
3) provides a high level of privacy for residents and neighbours.’
All units in the development are provided with either a ground level courtyard sized between
12m2 and 15m2 or an above ground balcony of 5m2. The dimensions of these spaces are such that
they can accommodate a small table and chairs, which is considered sufficient to cater for the
needs of the occupants. The courtyard and balcony area are all accessible from living areas within
the units. The balconies are sufficiently set back from external boundaries to ensure no
detrimental impact on the privacy of adjoining development.
The development has been designed to encourage occupants to make use of the extensive
communal spaces within the development. These spaces are accessible to all unit occupants via
stairs, lifts and walkways. In this regard, the use of private open space areas will be limited to
break out space, with recreational needs being satisfied through accessing the communal spaces.
It is considered that there is sufficient private open space afforded to all units and it is considered
that the development meets PO5.
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Landscaping
Performance outcome PO19 of the MDR zone code seeks the following:
‘On-site landscaping is provided to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

enhance the appearance of the development;
complement any native vegetation within the site;
provide privacy between dwellings; and
screen unsightly components.’

The development achieves the outcome by incorporating substantial landscaping across the site
and in particular along the boundaries and within open space/ courtyard areas. Less desirable
components of the development, such as waste storage and carparking, are screened from the
street by a combination of landscaping, topography and benching of the site. A recommended
condition ensures that detailed landscaping plans will be provided at the subsequent conditioned
works assessment stage.
Sewer and water services
Performance outcomes PO5 to PO11 of the infrastructure works code seek the following:
‘All infrastructure is connected to existing networks in a safe, efficient and functional way,
and does not impose loads on those networks that exceed their capacity.’
‘All infrastructure is designed and constructed in a manner that minimises whole of
lifecycle costs, including short and long term maintenance requirements.’
‘All infrastructure is designed and located to be easily and safely accessed for repair and
maintenance purposes.’
‘All infrastructure remains fit for purpose throughout its design life.’
‘A reliable water supply is provided that is sufficient to meet the anticipated use of the
premises, including potable and non-potable requirements.’
‘Developments accessed by common private title have appropriate fire hydrant
infrastructure and unimpeded access to emergency services vehicles.’
‘Wastewater is treated and disposed of in a manner that is sufficient for the volume of
wastewater generated on the site and to a level that ensures risks to public health, water
quality and the environment are minimised.’
The development proposes to connect to reticulated sewer and water supply. A 100mm diameter
water main exists within the Queen Street road reserve, with an existing connection to proposed
lot 1 at the south-west corner of the site. This is proposed to be extended along the frontage to
provide a connection to proposed lot 2. This water main has sufficient capacity and water pressure
to cater for the proposed retirement facility. An additional fire hydrant is proposed near the
connection point for proposed lot 2.
Lot 1 is proposed to connect into existing reticulated sewerage on the southern side of Queen
Street. The only connection available for proposed lot 2 is the existing reticulated sewerage in
Wellington Street. To allow for this connection, the development proposes to tunnel bore along
the northern side of the Queen Street road reserve. Management of the impacts of the
infrastructure connection is discussed in the following section. The sewerage network has
sufficient capacity to accommodate the proposed development.
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The development demonstrates that it will provide reticulated sewer and water that will have
sufficient capacity for the development and is designed to result in an efficient network that is
easily accessed for maintenance purposes. The development achieves performance outcomes PO5
to PO11 of the infrastructure works code.
Ecological impacts
The environmental significance overlay covers much of the subject site, as well as the adjacent
Queen Street road reserve, and identifies that the site contains matters of local environmental
significance. Much of the subject site has been cleared of vegetation, with this matter resolved
through separate enforcement proceedings. The assessment of this development application can
therefore only consider the values on the land at present.
The relevant performance outcomes for discussion are PO2, PO3, PO4, PO7 and PO11, which seek
the following:
‘Development does not result in a significant reduction in the level or condition of
biodiversity and ecological processes in the locality.’
‘Development does not cause substantial fragmentation of habitat areas.’
‘Connections between habitat areas are retained, so that:



movement of key species is not inhibited or made less safe; and
normal gene flow between populations is continued.

Connections may include both continuous corridors and “stepping stone” patches and
refuges.’
‘Retained habitat is protected to ensure its on-going condition and resilience, and to avoid
degradation as a result of edge effects.’
‘Development minimises potential for disturbance of wildlife as a result of noise, light,
vibration or other source.’
The applicant has submitted an ecological report that identifies the environmental values on the
site and road reserve and assesses the impact of the development upon them. The ecological
report describes three (3) distinct vegetation communities as they are at present:
1.

The proposed ultimate Lot 1 in the upper one-third of the site (with existing dwelling).
Vegetation is predominantly exotic.

2.

The lower two-thirds which represents the proposed unit site. This has been extensively
cleared with very few remaining native trees. What remains is not viable habitat in terms of
the code.

3.

The Queen Street road reserve. This is well vegetated with native species from the proposed
unit entrance to the unit development to Wellington Street to the east.

The ecological report indicates that the road reserve vegetation is largely remnant native
vegetation associated with Regional Ecosystem RE 12.3.6, which is the basis for the mapping of the
Environmental Significance Overlay in this location. Several native trees will be impacted by works
within the road reserve for services alignment for the sewer. However Concept Services Plan –
Sheet 2 RCC 011-19 SK106 Issue B dated 27/10/2020 demonstrates that that the sewer connection
to Wellington Street through the road reserve will be tunnel bored to minimise vegetation impact.
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The ecological report notes correctly that remaining environmental value within the subject site is
negligible. This is consistent with current observation of the site as it is now. It is agreed that the
overlay mapping of the site itself is out of date.
Two components of the proposal are designed to minimise impact on the road reserve vegetation
and its habitat viability:
1.
2.

Tunnel boring of the sewer connection to Wellington Street
Suspension of the entrance ramp on piers to avoid impact on the root zones of trees that
overlap the road reserve and southern boundary of the development footprint

Council’s arborist has assessed these proposed construction measures and considers that they will
work in concept and protect the native vegetation in question. This is sufficient for this stage of
the assessment process, and a condition has been recommended for the provision of further
construction detail at the subsequent conditioned works assessment stage and an updated
arboricultural assessment associated with those details.
It is recognised that the site itself does not represent a connection between habitat areas, with the
site surrounded by urban development to the north, east and west. Habitat connection is
facilitated along the Queen Street road reserve, with this vegetation being retained as discussed
above.
Impacts on native fauna from noise and lighting associated with the development are considered
to be minimal, as the locality is already an urbanised environment, with fauna being already
exposed to these sources of disturbance.
It is considered that, with the imposition of the recommended condition, the development will
achieve the performance outcomes in the environmental significance overlay code.
Traffic impacts
Performance outcomes PO3 and PO4 of the transport, servicing, access and parking code seeks the
following:
‘Development maintains or improves the safe and efficient operation of transport networks
having regard to (amongst other things):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

the existing or planned function of the roads affected;
available sight distances and the location and design of access points;
accessibility by public transport, pedestrians and cyclists;
the potential for conflict between vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists;
the loss or increase of on-street parking;
the location, construction and maintenance of utility infrastructure; and
the nature and intensity of traffic and parking generated by the development.’

‘Where new roads are constructed, their design and construction is sufficient to
accommodate:
their intended function;
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Item 14.3
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6) treatments that prevent excessive speeds.’
The development site is accessed exclusively from Queen Street, with this street connecting with
Delancey Street to the west via an unsignalised, all-movements intersection. Queen Street
currently provides vehicular access to 31 dwelling units, which, based on modelling, generates
approximately 240 vehicles per day using Queen Street. Based on the expected trip movements
for the proposed 199 retirement units, the development is estimated to generate an additional
420 vehicles per day on Queen Street. The recommended design volume for Queen Street, which
is classed as an ‘access street’, is 1,000 vehicles per day, and therefore the expected postdevelopment traffic volume of approximately 660 vehicles per day will be well below this design
capacity.
While this is a significant increase in the amount of traffic on Queen Street compared to the
existing situation, it is recognised that occupation of the proposed retirement facility will only be
realised over time and not all at once. Therefore, the change experienced by users of the road will
be gradual and allow time for behaviours and expectations of those users to adapt.
The traffic impact report provided by the applicant demonstrates that treatment is required to the
intersection of Queen Street and Delancey Street to manage the safety and efficiency of this
section of the road network. The applicant has provided a design plan for the intersection, which
includes a right hand turning lane and a left hand slip lane in Delancey Street. Council’s
engineering assessment officers have assessed this design and consider that it meets performance
outcomes PO3 and PO4.
The design does propose to remove four (4) street trees on the western side of Delancey Street to
facilitate a table drain. These trees contribute to the streetscape amenity in the locality and their
removal can be avoided by including kerb and channel to this edge of the road with piped
drainage, rather than a table drain. This is recommended as a condition of approval, as well as the
provision of a painted cycle lane, in order to meet performance outcome PO4.
Pedestrian access
Performance outcome PO6 of the transport, servicing, access and parking code seeks the
following:
‘Safe and convenient pedestrian and cycle infrastructure is provided, and as far as
possible, is integrated with external networks to maximise accessibility by walking and
cycling.’
The application proposes to construct a footpath along Queen Street, extending from the existing
footpath in Delancey Street to the entrance to the retirement facility. This will provide access for
pedestrians and mobility scooter users to existing health care, commercial and other services
along Shore Street West. The signalised intersection of Delancey Street and Shore Street West
provides a safe crossing point for these users. The proposal is considered to comply with
performance outcome PO6.
Vehicle parking
Performance outcome PO8 of the transport, servicing, access and parking code seeks the
following:
‘On-site vehicle parking:
1) is clearly defined, safe and easily accessible;
2) accommodates a sufficient number of vehicles, having regard to:
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1) the type and size of development;
2) expected resident, employee and customer movements;
3) the location of the use;
4) the capacity of the existing road network to accommodate on-street parking; and
5) access to public transport;
3) includes dedicated parking spaces for people with a disability, motor cycles and
bicycles.’
The development provides 99 on-site car parking spaces for the development, which includes four
(4) car parking spaces for staff (for a total of eight (8) staff at any one time), 20 car parking spaces
for visitors, one (1) mini-bus car park, two (2) disabled parks; the remaining spaces are for the
residents. Further to this, the development will provide spaces for mobility scooters, which are
used to supplement the on-site car parking spaces and provide a variety of transport modes for
residents. The number of car parking spaces provided is considered to meet the performance
outcome. As an indicator, acceptable outcome AO8.1 identifies for a retirement facility with semidependent units, parking rates of:
 One (1) space per three (3) residents
 One (1) space per two (2) employees
 One (1) visitor space per ten (1) units
 One (1) space where a bus or ambulance can stand without impeding other vehicle
movements
With the development adopting this acceptable outcome, it is considered that there is sufficient
car parking provided on the site having regard to the type and size of the development. It is
recognised that the development assumes an occupancy rate of 1.1 residents per unit across the
site. It is a reasonable assumption that the majority of semi-dependent units will be occupied by a
single resident. However, as this is considered fundamental to ensuring sufficient car parking, it is
recommended that the number of residents accommodated at any one time be limited to meet
this assumed occupancy rate (maximum 219 residents).
The parking spaces are easily accessible across the site, with sufficient dimensions and
manoeuvring areas. Considering the expected residency, bicycle and motor cycle parking is not
considered necessary, and instead the provision of mobility scooter spaces is much more practical.
Stormwater management
Performance outcomes PO3 to PO6 (inclusive), PO9 and PO10 of the healthy waters code seek the
following:
‘The stormwater drainage system maintains pre-development velocity and volume of runoff external to the site and does not otherwise worsen or cause nuisance to adjacent,
upstream and downstream land.’
‘Stormwater drainage is designed and constructed to convey stormwater flow resulting
from the relevant design storm event under normal operating conditions.’
‘The stormwater drainage system is designed to function in the event of a minor system
blockage.’
‘Roof and surface run-off is managed to prevent stormwater flows from entering buildings
and be directed to a lawful point of discharge.’
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‘Development protects and does not adversely impact the environmental values or water
quality of receiving waterways.’
‘The entry to and transport of contaminants in stormwater or waste water is avoided.’
The subject site is serviced by two existing stormwater pipes that drain the majority of the site
through the adjoining property to the east (Lot 22 RP869108, known as 11-21 Grant Street), into
existing reticulated stormwater in Wellington Street and then discharging into Black Swamp
Wetlands. The proposal involves directing stormwater for proposed lot 1 to existing reticulated
stormwater at the Queen Street cul-de-sac head. Existing reticulated pipes in the Queen Street
road reserve have sufficient capacity to accommodate these stormwater flows. Stormwater
associated with lot 2 and the retirement facility is proposed to be detained on-site in a detention
tank, treated via catridge filters and then discharged into the existing pipes in the adjoining
property to the east.
The applicant has submitted a hydraulic report that demonstrates that the stormwater flow’s
hydraulic grade line would be completely contained within the existing piped drainage, including
accounting for system blockages. The supporting flood study by Engeny demonstrates that the
resultant flows will not cause an actionable nuisance to neighbouring properties or Wellington
Street. The development is considered to comply with performance outcomes PO3 to PO6 of the
healthy waters code.
Additionally, the submitted water quality modelling demonstrates that the treated stormwater
will achieve the water quality objectives outlined in acceptable outcome AO9.1 of the healthy
waters code, thereby achieving compliance with associated performance outcomes PO9 and PO10
of this code.
Waste management
Performance outcome PO15 of the infrastructure works code seeks the following:
‘Waste management facilities are provided such that:
1) there is a dedicated, sealed waste and recycling container storage area that is
convenient and safe to use;
2) there is adequate volume and separate containers for waste and recyclables likely to
be generated;
3) spills or wash down from waste containers can be adequately contained; and
4) nuisance to adjoining properties is minimised.’
Performance outcome PO23 of the medium density residential zone code seeks the following:
‘Waste disposal and servicing areas are not visible from public places and do not have
adverse amenity impacts on adjoining properties.’
The application proposes that waste and recycling is collected in a number of wheelie bins
distributed on each level of the development. On-site management is responsible for transporting
these wheelie bins to the collection area on Level 2, where the waste and recycling is decanted
into bulk bins. One 3000 litre bulk waste bin and two 3000 litre bulk recycle bins are proposed
within a refuse collection area that is screened from the street and sufficiently separated from
sensitive uses. The bulk bins are collected from this area by a rear-lift waste collection vehicle,
with the proposed schedule being two waste collections and one recycle collection per week.
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These container sizes assume a generation rate of 30L/ dwelling/ week for waste and 30L/
dwelling/ week for recycling. This generation is considered suitable for the type of development
proposed. However, there is concern with the amount of food waste from the centralised kitchen
resulting in a higher generation rate overall. The submitted waste management plan mentions
that food waste could be separated from general waste to reduce the amount of general waste. It
is considered that this is necessary in order to have sufficient waste container storage on site. A
condition is recommended that requires a revised waste management plan be submitted for
assessment that includes separate food waste collection and disposal, which may include on-site
or off-site composting of pre-consumer food waste.
The proposal also does not include separate green waste collection and disposal and, with the
amount of communal landscaped areas on the site, this will result in significant waste generation.
A condition is recommended that requires the development enter an agreement for the landscape
contractor to collect and remove green waste from the site.
The submitted information demonstrates that the rear lift waste collection vehicle can adequately
manoeuvre on site to collect the waste bins and enter and exit the site in forward gear.
Subject to conditions, it is considered that the development complies with performance outcomes
PO15 and PO23 of the infrastructure works code.
Infrastructure Charges
The proposed development is subject to infrastructure charges in accordance with the Adopted
Infrastructure Charges Resolution. The total charge applicable to this development is:
Total charge: $2,023,370.45
This charge has been calculated as follows in accordance with Council’s Adopted Infrastructure
Charges Resolution.
RAL COMPONENT
Residential Component
(2 X Dwelling House - 3 or more bedroom X $30,226.70)

$60,453.40

Residential Demand Credit
(1 X Dwelling House - 3 or more bedroom X $30,226.70)

Total Council Charge:

$-30,226.70

$30,226.70

MCU COMPONENT
Residential Component
(198 X 1-2 bedroom Aged Care Units (semi-dependant) X $10,110.00)
(1 X 2 bedroom Caretakers Dwelling X $21,590.45)

$2,001,780.00
$21,590.45

Demand Credit
(1 X 3 bedroom residential dwelling X $30,226.70)

Total Council Charge:
Item 14.3
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$1,993,143.75
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Offsets
There are no offsets that apply under Chapter 4 Part 2 of the Planning Act 2016.
Refunds
There are no refunds that apply under Chapter 4 Part 2 of the Planning Act 2016.
State Referrals
The application did not trigger any State referrals.
Conclusion
The development application is considered to comply, or can be made to comply through
conditions, with the applicable assessment benchmarks. The application is therefore
recommended for approval subject to conditions.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Legislative Requirements
The development application has been assessed in accordance with the Planning Act 2016.
Risk Management
Standard development applications risks apply. In accordance with the Planning Act 2016 the
applicant may appeal a condition of approval or a decision to refuse the application.
Financial
Should an appeal be filed against the decision of Council, subsequent legal costs will apply.
People
There are no implications for staff associated with this report.
Environmental
Environmental impacts are discussed in the ‘Issues’ section of this report where relevant.
Social
Social impacts are discussed in the ‘Issues’ section of this report where relevant.
Human Rights
There are no known human rights implications associated with this report.
Alignment with Council's Policy and Plans
The assessment and officer’s recommendation align with Council’s policies and plans as described
within the ‘Issues’ section of this report.
CONSULTATION
Consulted
Councillor Division 2

Consultation Date
25/06/2020

Reel Planning

From June 2020 to
February 2021
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Comments/Actions
Application referred to divisional Councillor as per standard
procedure. Application called in by Councillor for a decision
by Council.
External planning consultant provided assessment advice to
Council on the development application.
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OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves to issue a development permit for reconfiguring a lot (1 into 2 lots) and
material change of use for a retirement facility, on land described as Lot 20 on SP175602 and
situated at 236-246 Queen Street, Cleveland, subject to the conditions in Attachment 4.
Option Two
That Council resolves to issue a development permit for reconfiguring a lot (1 into 2 lots) and
material change of use for a retirement facility without conditions or subject to amended
conditions (amended conditions will need to be established).
Option Three
That Council resolves to refuse the application (grounds of refusal will need to be established).
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to issue a development permit for reconfiguring a lot (1 into 2 lots) and
material change of use for a retirement facility, on land described as Lot 20 on SP175602 and
situated at 236-246 Queen Street, Cleveland, subject to the conditions in Attachment 4.
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REPORTS FROM INFRASTRUCTURE & OPERATIONS

Nil

16

NOTICES OF INTENTION TO REPEAL OR AMEND A RESOLUTION

In accordance with s.262 Local Government Regulation 2012.

17

NOTICES OF MOTION

17.1

CR PAUL GOLLE - FRESHWATER BODIES

Objective Reference:
Attachments:

Nil

In accordance with s.6.16 of Council Meeting Standing Orders, Cr Gollè intends to move as follows:
MOTION
That Council resolves to amend the City Plan to include the protection of freshwater bodies as
follows:
1. To retain freshwater bodies such as dams that have been established historically and now
form part of a long established ecology.
2. To disqualify any application that allows back-filling of naturally aligned areas of overland
flow that has freshwater flowing into creek lines or wetlands.
3. That known creek lines and wetlands are not to be back filled for extra lots.
4. Where possible, to protect freshwater bodies extending buffers along creek lines and
riparian corridors out to 200 meters, which would consist of 200 meters either side from the
centre of the creek line.
BACKGROUND
In former agricultural, now developed landscapes such as the Redlands, natural habitat is often

only available in small, isolated patches
lines, historic dams, wetlands, and riparian bushland.

or

corridors

consisting

of dry creek

These changing landscapes are unable to support their full complement of native plants and
wildlife, and those that have survived may have trouble.
Many species of native animals are not migratory or nomadic and may have small territories
requiring a mixture of bushland habitat and open grassland areas for feeding and protection,
relying on manmade water bodies such as historic farm dams.
Other mammals such as the flying fox look for roosting sites along creek lines and dams and often
the human interaction creates long term issues.
As residential development continues through the South east Queensland Regional
Plan, corridor habitats are being deemed as creek line corridors, impacting native species
habitation due to buffers only being 50 metres either side of the centre line of the water body.
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The long-term survival of native species depends on the movement of genes from one population
to another over many generations. Where corridors are broken or freshwater bodies are impacted
by back filling or the removal of established freshwater ecosystems such as historic farm dams,
populations of native plants and animals (even those living in protected habitats) may become
isolated and may eventually become inbred and this can lead to local or regional extinctions.
Natural re entrants in the Redlands, historically have been used to capture freshwater for livestock
and irrigation through the construction of dams. However, as food production has departed, those
historic freshwater dams now form large important ecological waterways complimenting wildlife
corridors. Historic farm dams are often the only freshwater source available for native species as
creek lines become impacted through drought and urban residential development.
Wildlife corridors consisting of creek lines and captured freshwater bodies to include re entrants
shaped to catch fresh water, should be wider consisting of a buffer from centre of waterline 200
metres either side. Corridors should reflect 3 key elements, water, remnant bushland habitat and
open grassed feeding areas. In general, the wider the corridor, or the larger the patch, the more
resilient it will be, and the greater its habitat value, giving a wider range of species the chance
of survival.
Establishing wide corridors in core areas free from edge effects will provide enough resources
for native species to survive. Edge effects are described as the human interaction, which also
consists of water flow from established dwellings washing into creek lines and freshwater
dams, impacting water quality.
A recent ecological report provided by a developer and accepted by council in the justification of
back filling natural wetlands to accommodate lots, footpaths and road networks suggested, the
area was an old farm dam not connected to existing wetlands and a mosquito infested breeding
ground for cane toads, justifying the action to back fill the area.
This was not factual, and the existence of many varied species of birdlife and mammals are
present, with the dividing line between councils managed wetlands and the alleged farm dam,
being a barbwire fence line, dividing private and council ownership.
The water body is in fact one continuous area flowing down into the bay, fed naturally by existing
creek lines and overland flow forming a riparian corridor. The creek line and main water body is
approximately 25 metres or less from existing urban residential structures and has areas already
experiencing subsidence.
Some residents living in that area, have expressed concerns over subsidence as residential yards
begin to sink. Put simply, subsidence is the downward shifting of the ground. If a structural
engineer tells you your home is suffering from subsidence, what they are really telling you is that
your home is sinking. Many of the homes in that area have been raised through back filling and
retainer walls, creating an artificial means of levelling an area away from natural water flow areas,
to create building lots. However, this has not prevented water impacts to streets and homes.
A report regarding the 2011 floods drafted by Macquarie University stated, the fundamental
question that needs addressing is not the insurability of flood risk, but how best to deal with the
legacy of poor land-use planning decisions that has left some homeowners in locations now
designated as high risk. Development in low-lying areas, for example, has occurred
despite the history of flooding and has resulted in large concentrations of properties being
left exposed.
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How to reduce this exposure to flooding should be the key policy objective. Flood risk
management should aim to reduce a community’s flood risk to acceptable levels, either by
reducing exposure to flooding by prudent land-use planning, or by reducing the vulnerability of
people and property to flooding. The authors believe that nothing will change until local councils
are held accountable for bad land-use planning decisions.
Insurance is not an alternative to risk management; it is a means of transferring the residual
risk once risk management measures have been put in place. To actively contribute to flood risk
management, insurance must act to reduce the number of homes at risk. The only mechanism
available is to ensure and thereby encourage homeowners and local councils to undertake
appropriate mitigation efforts and enact risk-informed land-use planning practices.
Development must either be prevented or allowed only in a flood-resilient manner. A recent study
of publicly available flood risk information on local government websites identified that less than
50% of local councils provide flood risk information. Of those with a recognised flood risk, only
67% provided flood maps online.
Wetlands in Australia, more locally in the Redlands help to improve water quality supplied to
downstream environments in several ways. By spreading out and slowing down flows they reduce
erosion and prevent sediment being transported downstream where it might affect the ecology
and productivity of other environments, in particular estuaries, seagrasses, and the bay.
When wetlands, dams and creek lines are preserved and healthy, their soils and vegetation can
capture, process and store nutrients and/or contaminants, and if the natural rhythms and flows of
the wetland are undisturbed, the release of potential stressors such as sediments, nutrients, acids
and/or metals from the soil and urban development can be prevented. Healthy wetlands can assist
in removing harmful bacteria, and wetlands can also be important in the management of urban
stormwater and effluent by improving the removal of nutrients, suspended material, and
pathogens from water prior to its return to the environment.
Wetlands, historic farm dams and riparian corridors in the Redlands are threatened by
earthworks where developers have been allowed to back fill natural overland flow paths,
drastically changing the landscape. Drainage and water extraction from urban development are all
activities
which
now pose
threats
to
private
properties through
flooding,
further impacting wildlife corridors, depleting, and changing natural overland flows.
Far from being useless, disease-ridden places, wetlands, historic farm dams and natural creek
lines provide values that no other ecosystem can. These include natural water quality
improvement, flood protection, shoreline erosion control, wildlife habitat and opportunities for
recreation and aesthetic appreciation.
More importantly these freshwater areas, consisting of overland flow, offer life to an already
stressed range of native species.
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URGENT BUSINESS WITHOUT NOTICE

In accordance with s.6.17 of Council Meeting Standing Orders, a Councillor may bring forward an
item of urgent business if the meeting resolves that the matter is urgent.
Urgent Business Checklist

YES

NO

To achieve an outcome, does this matter have to be dealt with at a
general meeting of Council?
Does this matter require a decision that only Council make?
Can the matter wait to be placed on the agenda for the next Council
Meeting?
Is it in the public interest to raise this matter at this meeting?
Can the matter be dealt with administratively?
If the matter relates to a request for information, has the request been
made to the CEO or a General Manager Previously?
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CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS

COUNCIL MOTION
That Council considers the confidential report(s) listed below in a meeting closed to the public in
accordance with Section 254J of the Local Government Regulation 2012:
19.1

Voluntary Transfer of Land Concession

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(h) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting
would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with negotiations relating to the
taking of land by the local government under the Acquisition of Land Act 1967.
Overview
To consider the voluntary transfer of unencumbered land in full or part payment of rates and
charges identified in the attached schedule, VOL March 2021, for overdue rates and charges.
19.2

Review of Options to Enhance the Protection of Core Habitat and Wildlife Corridor
Habitat in the Urban Footprint of the City

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(c), (f), (g) and (i) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open
meeting would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with the local
government's budget, matters that may directly affect the health and safety of an individual or a
group of individuals, negotiations relating to a commercial matter involving the local government
for which a public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local government and
a matter the local government is required to keep confidential under a law of, or formal
arrangement with, the Commonwealth or a State.
Overview
To review and consider options to enhance the statutory protection in the City Plan of core and
wildlife corridor habitat located in the urban footprint of the City.
19.3

Investigation into the Purchase of Conservation Land

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(h) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting
would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with negotiations relating to the
taking of land by the local government under the Acquisition of Land Act 1967.
Overview
To investigate the purchase of land for environmental purposes.
19.4

Investigation into Purchase of Land at Ormiston

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(c) and (g) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open
meeting would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with the local
government's budget and negotiations relating to a commercial matter involving the local
government for which a public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local
government.
Overview
To investigate the purchase of land at Ormiston.
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Heritage Major Amendment 03/19 and Interim Protection Options to Safeguard Local
Heritage Places Prior to the Commencement of Heritage Major Amendment 03/19

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(c), (d), (e) and (g) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open
meeting would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with the local
government's budget, rating concessions, legal advice obtained by the local government or legal
proceedings involving the local government including, for example, legal proceedings that may be
taken by or against the local government and negotiations relating to a commercial matter
involving the local government for which a public discussion would be likely to prejudice the
interests of the local government.
Overview
To consider heritage matters in relation to the planning scheme.
19.6

City Plan Major Amendment Package (04/20): Medium Density Residential Zone Code
Review - State Interest Review

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(c) and (i) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open
meeting would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with the local
government's budget and a matter the local government is required to keep confidential under a
law of, or formal arrangement with, the Commonwealth or a State.
Overview
To seek direction from Council on matters raised by the Department of State Development,
Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (the department) in its notice, dated 15 December
2020, to request changes and pause the timeframe for City Plan Major Amendment Package
(04/20): Medium density residential zone code review (the major amendment package).
19.7

Project Delivery Group - Delegated Authority Report to Chief Executive Officer for
Award of Contract over $2M for Financial Year 2020/2021

This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 254J(3)(c) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, and the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting
would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest as it deals with the local government's
budget.
Overview
To seek Redland City Council (Council) resolution to delegate authority to the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO), under s.257(1)(b) of the Local Government Act 2009 to make, vary and discharge a
contract associated with a playground and park upgrade, which may total more than $2,000,000
(including GST), in financial year 2020-2021.
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